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The labels which had been applied to Lester did not accurately describe his problems, nor did they provide the teacher with a solution to them.
The teacher needed a starting point. She knew from his records that Lester,
whatever the reasons, had shown little progress. When Lester first entered the
Unit, he was doing almost no academic work. The teacher's goal, therefore, was
to help him develop his academic skills and increase his understanding of and

accuracy in basic primary work. Lester's class consisted of 13 other children
from 5 to 9 years in age. They had been referred with the same variety of diagnostic labels as Lester.
Planning Lester's Project

tr To determine Lester's ability to deal with basic addition facts, the teacher
prepared an extensive breakdown of number facts with sums from o to 9. She
prepared 35 worksheets dealing with the following types of addition problems:
t. Problems in which the bottom number was gradually increased from o to 9.
2. Problems in which the bottom number was always r and the sums of the z
numbers were ordered into increasing sequences/ decreasing sequences, or
random sequences.
The initiql recording phase. The teacher gathered

r

minute samples of Lester's

work on each of the 35 worksheets. Lester started an automatic timer which
buzzed after r minute. Then he raised his hand, and the teacher corrected his
work and directed him to go on to the next r minute sample. He worked for ap-

r hour each morning for a week. The purpose was to give the teacher a precise breakdown of Lester's basic addition skills.

proximately

At the end of this initial recording period, Lester's performance indicated
that he did know basic zero combinations. He could add one plus zero, two plus
zerol three plus zero, etc. However, when he came to other combinations, such
as one plus two, he made many errors.

lnitiating a change in the teaching plan. Based on this information, the teacher was confronted with a decision. What should she do about Lester's poor
math performance? As mentioned earlier, if a teacher has a description of both
the instructional and motivationai aspects of the instructional situation, she has
the opportunity to change either component and study the effects of this change.
If the teacher's only information about Lester's math performance had been
his high error frequency and low correct frequency during the initial recording
phase, she would have designed an instructional change, i.e., a modification in
the lesson plan utilizing audiovisual devices, different workbook sequences,
flashcards, or other instructional materials.
However, the teacher had other information about Lester's math ability which
caused her to question how effective an instructional change would be. She had
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Discussion of Lester's Arithmetic

Performance

Other Changes in Lester's Preformance

Conclusion

Relerences

The teacher checked Lester's performance on other addition worksheets which
grew progressively more difficult. The same pattern occurred. During the inventory pretests, Lester had many errors and showed no correct ans\{'ers. The picture reversed itself each time the point system was used, and Lester consisrently
was able to correctly answer between ro and 25 problems.
n The data described demonstrate how a teaching procedure can change a student's behavior dramatically. In this case when the teacher chose to give Lester
points for each correct answer/ he reversed his performance completelf in basic
addition facts. It was suggested earlier that many definitions of t\rpes of exceptionalities are vague and do not lead to specific teaching plans. In the project
shared, rather than worry about the implications of Lester's diagnosis, his teacher worked out a plan to help his math probiem. The plan was put into effect,
and the recording of Lester's correct and error frequency in math performance
showed that it worked. It should not be implied that the use of bonus points
will work with all subjects or that it would work with Lester in other areas. But
after Lester's success in basic addition facts, the teacher applied the analysis
and measurement components of precision teaching to other curriculum areas.
tr It was mentioned earlier that Lester had some social behavior problems
which also concerned his former public school teacher. Before Lester entered the
Experimental Education Unit, he averaged almost four taikouts rvithout permission every ro minutes during certain parts of the day. A specific plan was
utilized to remediate this problem. Within about z weeks, Lester's talkor.rts almost
completely disappeared, and he would raise his hand for permissior.r to ta1k.
The problems of fighting and stealing were found to occur verv infrequently
when an actual count of these behaviors was made. However, l,hen the behaviors did occur, the teacher was able to successfully eliminate both problems
through the application of specific plans for changing these behaviors.
I This project suggests that if a teacher wants to individualize instruction
for exceptional children, a system must be foilowed which allou's the teacher
to determine the child's actual performance and the exact effect oI anv teaching
change on the child's performance. Precision teaching provides such a system.
Charting assists the teacher in planning individual instruction and evaluating
its effectiveness.
Kunzelmann, H. K., Cohen, M. A., Hulten, W. J., Martin, G. L., & \,Iingo, A. R. Precision
teaching: An initial training sequence. Seattle: Special Chiid Publications, r97o.
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